Nudging (data assimilation) is used in many regional integrated meteorology-air quality models to reduce biases in simulated climatology. However, in such modeling systems, temperature changes due to nudging could compete with temperature changes induced by radiatively active and hygroscopic short-lived tracers leading to two interesting dilemmas: when nudging is continuously applied, what are the relative sizes of these two radiative forces at regional and local scales? How do these two forces present in the free atmosphere differ from those present at the surface? This work studies these two issues by converting temperature changes due to nudging into pseudo radiative effects (PRE) at the surface (PRE_sfc), in troposphere (PRE_atm), and at the top of atmosphere (PRE_toa), and comparing PRE with the reported aerosol radiative effects (ARE). Results show that the domain-averaged PRE_sfc is smaller than ARE_sfc estimated in previous studies and this work, but could be significantly larger than ARE_sfc at local scales. PRE_atm is also much smaller than ARE_atm. These results indicate that appropriate nudging methodology could be applied to the integrated models to study aerosol radiative effects at continental/regional scales, but it should be treated with caution for local scale applications.
Introduction
Meteorology is an important driver for chemical transport models, popularly known as air quality models. Several studies have documented the importance and impacts of meteorology (e.g., temperature, wind, and humidity) on air quality predictions (Jacob and Winner, 2009; Godowitch et al., 2011) . Thus, to generate better meteorological inputs, nudging methodologies have been used to drive off-line air quality models to improve model's capability to simulate and understand chemistry/aerosols at global scales (Jöckel et al., 2006; Tilmes et al., 2015; He et al., 2015) and regional scales (e.g., Binkowski and Roselle, 2003) . With the rapid development of computer resources and improved understanding of meteorology-chemistry interactions, several integrated or on-line coupled models (which include impacts of air pollutants on meteorology) have been developed to study feedbacks associated with the climate-chemistry-aerosol-cloud-radiation system (e.g., Zhang, 2008) . For example, the Weather Research and Forecasting model integrated with a Chemistry model (WRF-Chem, Grell et al., 2005; Fast et al., 2006) and the two-way coupled WRF with the Community Multiscale Air Quality Modeling System (WRF-CMAQ, Wong et al., 2012) were developed to estimate the direct and indirect effects of aerosol on regional scales (Forkel et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015) .
Due to the complex nature of these coupled models, it is more challenging to accurately simulate meteorology. Currently, there are two commonly utilized approaches applied to the integrated models for a precise simulation of meteorology. One approach is to apply frequent re-initialization to the meteorological variables (e.g., temperature, specific humidity, and wind speed), which is widely used in the Air Quality Model Evaluation International Initiative (AQMEII) project. For example, Forkel et al. (2015) used the WRF-Chem model with a 2-day cyclic re-initialization of meteorological fields, which resulted in seasonal mean solar radiation and temperature decreasing by 20 W m −2 and 0.25 °C, respectively, due to the aerosol direct effects during the 2010 Russian summer wildfire episode. Applying the same model, Wang et al. (2015) found that the overall aerosol effects on the net surface solar radiation and 2-m temperature would be −16.2 W m −2 and −0.05 °C, respectively, over North America for July 2006. Although this approach can improve meteorology, abrupt changes at the end of each re-initialization period and consequent model spin-up result in discontinuity in the simulation of meteorological fields. Additionally, frequent reinitialization could dampen the feedback from the aerosol-radiation system. Alternatively, another common approach is to use nudging to produce better meteorology for air quality simulations (e.g., Vautard et al., 2012; Hogrefe et al., 2015) , which is also used in many integrated models to study the aerosol-radiation interactions. For example, by using the WRF-Chem model with analysis nudging, Kumar et al. (2014) found that the radiative perturbation due to dust aerosols is about −2.9 ± 3.1 W m −2 at the top of the atmosphere, 5.1 ± 3.3 W m −2 in the atmosphere, and −8.0 ± 3.3 W m −2 at the surface, based on the subregion averages in northern India. Using the WRF-CMAQ model with analysis nudging, Hogrefe et al. (2015) found that decreases of PM 2.5 between 2006 and 2010 resulted in simulated increases of summer mean clear-sky shortwave radiation between 5 and 10 W m −2 . One limitation of this approach is that nudging could dampen the feedback from the aerosol-radiation system. Although most studies acknowledge this limitation, many do not He et al. Page 2 Atmos Environ (1994) . Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 August 22.
quantify the impacts from nudging and aerosols separately. In a one-month simulation of a sensitivity test (e.g., with/without nudging or aerosol direct feedback) with frequent model re-initialization, Hogrefe et al. (2015) determined that a weak nudging can slightly improve the representation of domain averages of 2-m air temperatures for retrospective air quality applications without overwhelming the simulated feedback effects. This result is expected because of frequent re-initialization used in the simulations. However, it is not clear how their selection of weak nudging impacted free atmospheric prognostic fields (e.g., temperature, mixing ratio, and cloud fields) and what would be the outcome if their model was run in a continuous mode without any re-initialization. But, they stated that additional tests are needed to quantify these two competing forces (nudging vs aerosol direct effects).
When an integrated or coupled model is continuously run without any re-initialization and nudging, 2-m temperatures, as well as free atmospheric parameters, can be affected largely at local scales, although this aspect has also not been studied or documented in the literature. Weak coefficients used for tropospheric nudging by Hogrefe et al. (2015) are the same as those suggested by Bullock et al. (2014) . However, Bullock et al. (2014) documented advantages and disadvantages of using such weak coefficients in their large spatial and time scale study. They found that stronger nudging coefficients minimizes modeling errors, but strong nudging might dominate over model forcing by various physical processes. However, weaker nudging coefficients led to mixed results -errors in temperature fields were still contained while moisture errors were not. One likely issue with using weak nudging coefficients is that for pristine and less polluted regions and/or periods when cloud processes remove pollution, reduced or weaker nudging coefficients can lead to increased integrated or coupled model errors.
Due to the uncertainties inherent in the regional climate modeling systems, model simulations (e.g., temperature) may drift from observed climate without using a nudging methodology. For example, several decadal regional climate simulation studies reported that without interior nudging, biases in monthly 2-m temperature can be greater than 4 K over the continental U.S. (e.g., Otte et al., 2012) . These studies also reported that seasonal surface precipitation is more accurately simulated when a nudging methodology is applied (Bowden et al., 2013) . Several studies have also demonstrated that nudging is required to develop credible climate simulations (Jöckel et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2014) . To further improve retrospective modeling simulations, indirect soil moisture nudging methods (e.g., Mahfouf, 1991; Hogrefe et al., 2015) as well as direct nudging methods for improving surface air temperature and moisture coupled with indirect nudging of soil temperature and moisture (e.g., Alapaty et al., 2008 Alapaty et al., , 2016 have been developed in recent years.
Nudging of atmospheric temperature, though artificial, could compete with that of temperature changes induced by radiatively active and hygroscopic short-lived tracers. Since the associated radiative impacts due to nudging were included in many integrated (online coupled) meteorology-air quality models (here after referred to as integrated models), it poses two intriguing dilemmas: when nudging is continuously applied, what are the relative sizes of these two radiative forces (i.e., temperature changes due to nudging vs. temperature changes due to aerosol effects) at regional and local scales? How do these two forces present in the free atmosphere differ from those present at the surface? This work addressed these important questions by converting model simulated temperature tendencies due to nudging into radiative effects, referred to as pseudo radiative effects (PRE), through performing seasonal regional climate simulations for the central and eastern U.S. using the Weather Research & Forecasting (WRF) model. Reasons for not using an integrated model in this study are two-fold: (1) to clearly demonstrate whether or not a coupled model is truly needed for regional climate simulations; and (2) aerosol radiative effects were already quantified by using several measurements, as well as global and regional coupled models. Therefore, in this work, reported sizes of aerosol radiative effects were collected and compared with PRE due to nudging obtained from using the WRF model. Our rationale is further discussed in the next section.
Methodology
In this work, tropospheric nudging and surface nudging are used in the continuous WRF model simulations. The Four-Dimensional Data Assimilation (FDDA, Seaman, 1990, 1994 ) method has been widely used for tropospheric nudging. This method was demonstrated to reduce simulated meteorological biases, and has been applied for many air quality studies (Godowitch et al., 2011; Gilliam et al., 2012) . To reduce surface biases in meteorological predictions, flux-adjusting surface data assimilation system (FASDAS) was developed by Alapaty et al. (2008 Alapaty et al. ( , 2016 to provide continuous adjustments for three dimensional soil moisture, soil skin temperature, surface air temperature and water vapor mixing ratio. Unlike many other surface nudging approaches (either direct methods or indirect methods), FASDAS is comprised of both the direct nudging of atmospheric surface layer as well as the indirect nudging of soil temperature and soil moisture. Thus, the FASDAS corrects and adjusts both the land surface and atmospheric variables to maintain thermodynamic consistency (Alapaty et al., 2008) . For direct nudging, FASDAS corrects errors inherent in all physical and dynamical processes affecting surface temperatures/ moistures. The indirect nudging method converts this information into respective adjustment heat fluxes to adjust soil heat fluxes in order to account for uncertainties in soil temperature and moisture-related processes including initial conditions. Note that the magnitudes of coefficients used in other surface nudging methods are solely based on heuristic arguments and/or trial-error approaches. Many studies using such methods tend to tune these coefficients to the specific needs of the study. On the other hand, the magnitude of nudging coefficients used in FASDAS are fixed and are based on a physical methodology, which is related to the time scale of the largest turbulent eddies of convective boundary layer (Alapaty et al., 2008) .
Based on the FASDAS and FDDA nudging methods, the equations below are used to calculate the pseudo radiative effects at surface (PRE_sfc), within the troposphere (PRE_atm), and at the top of the atmosphere (PRE_toa). PRE_sfc is estimated as the combination of the surface adjustment sensible heat flux and surface adjustment latent heat flux (Eqs. (1)- (3)) obtained from the FASDAS method. For troposphere, temperature tendencies due to nudging are converted into radiative heat flux (Eq. (4)) using the FDDA method. To facilitate a simple comparison, tropospheric effects are calculated by vertically averaging the PRE for all model layers above boundary layer, and refer to it as PRE_atm. Thus, PRE is estimated as:
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where H S F and H l F are, respectively, the surface adjustment sensible and latent heat flux (W m −2 ) due to nudging; ρ is air density (kg m −3 ); C p is specific heat for air at constant pressure
; L is the latent heat due to condensation (J kg −1 );
∂T a F ∂t and ∂q a F ∂t are, respectively, the rate of change of the air temperature (K s −1 ) and water vapor mixing ratio (kg kg −1 s −1 ) due to nudging; Δz is the thickness of atmospheric layer (m); and ψ q is the normalized weighting factor for soil moisture adjustment. Now, free tropospheric pseudo radiative effect due to nudging can be estimated as:
where n is the total number of model layers between planetary boundary layer (pbl) top and model top. Note no nudging is applied within boundary layer. The net or the top of the atmosphere pseudo radiative effect, PRE_toa, can be estimated as the sum of PRE_sfc and PRE_atm as follows:
Instead of conducting two separate simulations to derive these effects, additional code was added to the model to calculate PRE_sfc and PRE_atm at each time step for each grid cell within one simulation. PRE_sfc and PRE_atm are in the model output on an hourly basis. In this case, the values of PRE_sfc, PRE_atm, and PRE_toa directly represent the instantaneous impacts from nudging. PRE_sfc, PRE_atm, and PRE_toa can either be positive (i.e., nudging has a warming effect), indicating the model underpredicts temperatures, or negative (i.e., nudging has a cooling effect), indicating the model overpredicts temperatures. is also conducted and compared to CNTL to show the impacts of FASDAS on surface predictions. In both CNTL and EXPA, no aerosols are included in the radiation calculation (i.e., aer_opt = 0 in the namelist). However, the magnitudes of PRE would change if aerosols are included in the radiation calculation. Due to the computational expediency, a WRF simulation with chemistry is not conducted in this work. Instead, to get the instantaneous impacts of aerosol radiative effects, double calls were added to the radiation scheme in a third WRF simulation (referred to as EXPB) to calculate differences in shortwave fluxes between prescribed aerosol condition (i.e., aer_opt = 1) and no aerosol condition (i.e., aer_opt = 0). Since this is a WRF only simulation without fully prognostic aerosol-cloud interactions, aerosol radiative effects (ARE) estimated in EXPB are only for direct radiative effects, and are defined as the changes in net shortwave radiative fluxes due to prescribed aerosol optical properties. ARE is calculated at the top of atmosphere (ARE_toa), in atmosphere (ARE_atm) and at the surface (ARE_sfc), respectively.
Major physics options used in the model configuration include the shortwave and longwave radiation scheme based on the Rapid Radiative Transfer Method for general circulation models (RRTMG, Mlawer et al., 1997; Iacono et al., 2008) , surface layer scheme based on Monin-Obukhov Similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954) , planetary boundary layer scheme of Yonsei University (Hong et al., 2006) , the National Centers for Environmental Prediction, Oregon State University, Air Force, and Hydrologic Research Lab-NWS Land Surface Model (NOAH LSM) (Chen and Dudhia, 2001; Ek et al., 2003) , microphysics scheme of Morrison et al. (2009) , and cumulus scheme based on the Multi-Scale KainFritsch (MSKF) scheme of Alapaty et al. (2014) and Zheng et al. (2016) . FASDAS is applied for surface nudging with relaxation coefficients of 8.3 × 10 −4 s −1 for both temperature and moisture. The nudging coefficients for surface are based on the turnover time scale (i.e., 20 min) of the largest turbulent eddies of the convection boundary layer (Alapaty et al., 2008) . Weak analysis nudging is applied for the free atmosphere with relaxation coefficients of 5.0 × 10 −5 s −1 for temperature and horizontal wind (i.e., u-v components), and 5.0 × 10 −6 s −1 for moisture to allow maximum internal and numerical consistency in simulating meteorological processes. These nudging coefficients for free atmosphere are selected through sensitivity tests in Bullock et al. (2014) for their model configurations despite documented pros and cons of using such weak nudging coefficients.
No nudging is applied within the PBL. Initial and lateral boundary conditions are obtained from the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) North American Model (NAM) output through the WRF Pre-processing System (WPS). Observations for upper air and surface nudging are obtained from the Meteorological Assimilation Data Ingest System (MADIS) and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), respectively. The surface nudging files are generated by the OBSGRID utility provided by NCAR.
Results and discussion

Impacts of FASDAS on surface predictions
Surface air is nudged using surface reanalyses products at each time step and each grid cell utilizing the FASDAS. Fig. 1 shows 2-m temperature (T2) and 2-m water vapor mixing ratio (Q2) deviations from three model simulations (i.e., model -observations). Independent surface measurement data, known as Quality Controlled Local Climatological Data (http:// www.ncdc.noaa.gov/orders/qclcd/), are used to generate results shown in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig. 1a , T2 bias increases (e.g., from 0.5 °C to 3 °C) as the EXPA simulation continues.
With the FASDAS applied to the WRF (i.e., CNTL), T2 bias is smaller than that in EXPA by up to 1 °C. This shows a significant impact of FASDAS on surface temperature predictions. Similarly, Q2 bias in CNTL is smaller than that in EXPA by up to 3 g kg −1 (See Fig. 1b) . However, there is not much difference in T2 and Q2 biases between CNTL and EXPB, except that there is a slightly larger cool bias in nighttime T2 and slightly smaller warm bias in daytime T2 by EXPB. The mean bias of T2 and Q2 against QCLCD are shown in Figure  S1 in the supplementary material. In general, the performance of EXPB is very similar to CNTL, with slightly lower root mean square error (RMSE) and better correlation coefficient (R). Fig. 2 shows the impacts of FASDAS on precipitation predictions. Precipitation data from Parameter elevation Regression on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM, Daly et al., 1994 ) is used to evaluate the predicted precipitation by WRF simulations. As shown in Fig. 2 , FASDAS is able to reduce the dry bias of accumulated precipitation over middle and eastern domain despite underestimating precipitation intensity. In addition, FASDAS is able to reduce the wet bias of accumulated precipitation over eastern coastal regions as well.
Compared to PRISM data, CNTL is better than EXPA in terms of spatial distribution and intensity of precipitation, since FASDAS can correct the temperature and moisture biases in CNTL. Precipitation predicted by EXPB is very similar to that by CNTL in terms of spatial distribution and intensity (figure not shown). The impacts from EXPB on precipitation are very small because only prescribed aerosol optical properties are used for radiation calculations and cloud droplet number concentrations are held constant in the Morrison scheme.
Estimated PRE and ARE
Surface temperature differences between with and without nudging simulations are converted to PRE_sfc (Eqs. (1)- (3)) for comparison with ARE_sfc. Similarly, following Eq. (4), PRE_atm and PRE_toa are obtained using Eq. (5). Fig. 3 shows spatial distribution of JJA averages of PRE_sfc, PRE_atm, and PRE_toa from CNTL and EXPB, as well as ARE_sfc, ARE_atm, and ARE_toa under clear-sky conditions. Interestingly, in CNTL, PRE_sfc is negative over most of the domain except over mountains and domain boundaries where surface observations may be sparse or lacking. The positive PRE_sfc over mountains indicate model underpredicts surface temperatures over mountains. Similar model biases also occur over Tibet Plateau as presented in Kang (2013, 2015) . The subgrid topography parameterization scheme in WRF can slightly affect PRE predictions (see Figure  S2 in the supplementary material). However, these changes are not significant, especially over the Appalachian Mountains, where PRE_sfc is positive. The negative PRE_sfc means nudging is cooling the surface, indicating the model overpredicts surface temperatures (also shown in Fig. 1) . PRE_sfc vary over different observational sites, with a maximum cooling of −69.9 W m −2 (e.g., central domain) and a domain averaged cooling of −6.2 W m −2 . Similarly, PRE_atm is also negative over most of the domain, with small positive values along the boundaries. PRE_atm is calculated based on sparse sounding data (as compared to surface measurements). The circular patterns are caused by the modeling constraints such as the radius of influence of nudging to limit the influence of nudging for model grids far away from locations of observations. In general, the cooling effects are much smaller in the troposphere than at the surface, with a domain averaged cooling of −0.8 W m −2 in the troposphere. Therefore, PRE_toa (i.e., the sum of PRE_sfc and PRE_atm) is dominated by PRE_sfc, with a domain averaged cooling of −7.1 W m −2 .
With aerosol included in the radiation calculation in EXPB, the spatial distributions of PRE in EXPB are very similar to CNTL, but with smaller magnitudes in EXPB since ARE reduces the model's warm bias at the surface. The differences in absolute PRE between EXPB and CNTL are shown in Figure S3 in the supplementary material. As shown in Figure  S3 , PRE_sfc and PRE_toa in EXPB are generally lower than those in CNTL by up to 8.42 and 8.36 W m −2 , respectively. This indicates significant impacts from aerosols especially over the central U.S. and northeastern coast (>3 W m −2 ) (although the domain averaged difference is relative small).
In EXPB, PRE_sfc varies from −68.7 to +22.1 W m −2 , with a domain average of −5.2 W m −2 . There is not much difference in PRE_atm between CNTL and EXPB, mainly due to the very limited observations for tropospheric nudging as well as weak nudging coefficient used in FDDA. As a result, PRE_toa in EXPB varies from −73.5 to +22.6 W m −2 , with a domain average of −6.1 W m −2 . For aerosol direct radiative effects, aerosols can affect shortwave radiation through absorption and scattering. As shown in Fig. 3 , the aerosol scattering dominates at the surface, resulting in a domain averaged ARE_sfc of −8.7 W m −2 , whereas aerosol absorption dominates in troposphere, resulting in a domain averaged ARE_atm of +5.4 W m −2 , leading to ARE_toa with a domain average of −3.3 W m −2 . As shown in Fig. 3 , the magnitudes of domain averages of ARE at surface and in troposphere are in general much larger than PRE, indicating ARE is significant at surface and in troposphere, even when nudging is applied. But due to combined cooling effects at the surface and warming effects in troposphere, ARE_toa is smaller than PRE_toa. It is important to note that the aerosol indirect radiative effects are not assessed in this study since cloud droplet number concentrations are held constant in the Morrison scheme and only prescribed aerosol optical properties are used for radiation calculation. These results indicate that at the surface FASDAS is correcting for errors introduced from the lack of ARE, but in the free troposphere FDDA nudging is compensating a portion of ARE due to errors in other model processes.
Seasonal (JJA) averaged PRE and ARE components are more significant at local sites than the domain averages. Fig. 4 In addition, the land surface characteristics at SGP and NYC are quite different. SGP is a semi-pristine plain grass prairie environment site and NYC is an urban site. The surface soil moisture characteristics are different, and the nudging effects at these two sites are different. Also, there is no urban module turned on in WRF to simulate sophisticated urban processes, which is likely to result in large errors in surface predictions. A small positive PRE_atm at the ORV site indicates that nudging is warming the atmosphere (i.e., the model underpredicts temperatures in troposphere). However, PRE_sfc dominates the entire system and determines the warming or cooling trend of the modeled system. These results highlight the importance of a better representation of surface processes for high resolution regional climate simulations. Notably, urban climate simulations and future climate projections will be plagued by large surface errors if urban surface representations and related processes are not improved, posing a challenge to the integrated models.
Similar patterns of PRE are also shown in EXPB. Compared to PRE in EXPB, ARE varies from site to site. For example, ARE_sfc under all-sky (clear-sky) conditions is much smaller than PRE_sfc at the SGP site (i.e.,−9.8 (−10.9) W m −2 vs −19.8 W m −2 ), whereas ARE_sfc is close to PRE_sfc at the NYC site under all-sky conditions(i.e., −7.7 W m −2 vs −7.9 W m −2 ) and ARE_sfc is relatively larger than PRE_sfc at the ORV site (i.e., −9.1 (−10.3) W m −2 vs −4.2 W m −2 ) under all-sky (clear-sky) conditions. Since EXPB used prescribed aerosol optical properties for shortwave radiation calculation, uncertainties exist in the ARE estimations. However, these results still demonstrate that nudging can possibly compete with or overwhelm aerosol effects at local scales. summer mean DRE could be higher due to higher organic aerosols, especially over the eastern U.S. Alternatively, there are large uncertainties in the estimation of aerosol indirect effects. For example, Lohmann and Feichter (2005) found that the top-of-atmosphere radiative budget perturbation due to aerosol indirect effects vary from −0.5-5 W m −2 on global averages over land. Wang et al. (2015) showed that aerosol indirect effects lead to the reduction in the net surface solar radiation with a domain-wide mean of −12.1 W m −2 over continental U.S. during July 2006. Under all-sky conditions, the estimated ARE_sfc in this work is about −7.4 W m −2 , which is higher than −41 W m −2 estimated by Wang et al. (2015) , mainly due to the different aerosol optical properties used in the calculation. ARE_atm estimated in this work is about +5.5 W m −2 on domain averages, which is comparable to that estimated by Matus (2013) . ARE_toa is about −1.9 W m −2 , which is slightly lower than estimated by Matus (2013) . Assuming aerosol indirect effects are of comparable magnitudes to aerosol direct effects over the U.S. as indicated by Leibensperger et al. (2012) , domain-averaged PRE_toa in this work (i.e.,−7.1 W m −2 ) is close to the lower limit of values estimated in Bellouin et al. (2013) and Yu et al. (2006) , and also comparable to Heald et al. (2014) . But PRE_sfc (i.e., −6.1 W m −2 ) is lower than these reported values (even without considering aerosol indirect radiative effects). Therefore, using the integrated modeling system might reduce the model radiative bias for domain averages at the top of the atmosphere to some extent, but the inherent uncertainties in model surface processes still remain.
Fig . 5 shows the seasonal (JJA) averaged diurnal variation of PRE and ARE over NYC, ORV, SGP, and DOM. Trends in diurnal variations are somewhat similar but magnitudes of cooling/warming effects are different at each site. For example, the surface cooling effects (i.e., PRE_sfc) at the ORV site are smaller than at the SGP and NYC sites, suggesting the model predicts better surface temperatures at the ORV site. The PRE_sfc at the NYC site are negative in the afternoon, with a maximum cooling of −36.3 W m −2 at 1 300 EDT. This indicates the model overpredicts surface afternoon temperatures at the NYC site. Although higher concentrations of air pollutants can be expected in NYC than at the ORV and SGP sites, radiative effects induced by pollutants may not be able to reduce cold or warm biases in model simulations as compared to such large biases (i.e., PRE ~35 W m −2 ) in an integrated modeling system. As shown in Fig. 5 , ARE_sfc at NYC varies up to ~ −20 W m −2 , much smaller than PRE_sfc (up to −36 W m −2 ) during the daytime. In this study, the NOAH LSM urban canopy model is not activated because to the best of our knowledge that urban canopy model was not validated for high resolution regional climate modeling for the US. However, an opportunity exists to later revisit this issue.
Unlike the ORV and NYC sites which have small positive PRE_sfc for certain times, the PRE_sfc at the SGP site is negative during the entire 24 h, indicating the model overpredicts surface temperatures at the SGP site all day long. For domain-averaged PRE_sfc (DOM), cooling effect is much smaller than that at other local site, with a maximum cooling of −9.2 W m −2 . At the ORV site, the PRE_atm is positive for most of time except during 1 500-1900 EDT, with a maximum warming of +2.0 W m −2 at 1 200 EDT. Unlike PRE_atm at the ORV site, PRE_atm at the NYC and SGP sites are negative during daytime, with maximum cooling of −4.7 and −4.2 W m −2 , respectively. For domain-averaged PRE_atm, the magnitude is relatively small, with a maximum cooling of −1.9 W m −2 . However, ARE_atm He et al. Page 10 Atmos Environ (1994) . Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 August 22.
is positive during the daytime, mainly due to the aerosol absorption. PRE_toa is dominated by PRE_sfc, with 24-h averages of −0.9, −12.0, −21.8, and −4.9 W m −2 at ORV, NYC, SGP, and DOM, respectively, whereas the 24-h averages of ARE_toa are −3.3, −3.8, −3.4 and −3.1 W m −2 at ORV, NYC, SGP, and DOM, respectively. Unlike PRE_toa, ARE_toa is combination of atmospheric heating and surface scattering. On the domain averages, ARE_toa is close to PRE_toa. But at local sites (e.g., NYC and SGP), the magnitudes of ARE_toa are much smaller than that of PRE_toa. Kassianov et al. (2013) found that strong diurnal changes of aerosol concentrations (e.g., 20%) have little impact on the 24-h average aerosol direct radiative effects at the top of atmosphere. But one would expect large changes in diurnal variation of radiative effects at the top of atmosphere with substantial changes in aerosol loadings (e.g., ≥80%), also indicated in Kassianov et al. (2013) . As shown in Kassianov et al. (2013) , aerosol direct radiative effects at a specific site vary under different aerosol concentration conditions, with a maximum cooling of about −8.5 W m −2 for low aerosol loading (on July 22, 2012) and about −40 W m −2 for ~ 80% higher aerosol loading (on August 30, 2012). Therefore, a substantial increase (~80%) in aerosol concentrations can increase ARE_toa by about 30 W m −2 . However, the PRE_toa at polluted sites (e.g., NYC) can be as large as −100 W m −2 in a single day (Figure not shown). Hence, in this case, PRE could overwhelm aerosol radiative effects at some polluted sites.
For the model configurations used in this study, the WRF model continues to overpredict surface temperatures without nudging as documented by Otte et al. (2012) . If both direct and indirect radiative effects from aerosols are included in an integrated model, then an integrated model might reduce biases in surface temperature predictions to some extent without nudging. However, large biases may still exist for certain polluted sites (e.g., NYC) without nudging. This is mainly due to the inherent uncertainties in the model representations of physical and chemical processes. Polluted sites that are associated with large surface energy balance errors (e.g., NYC) may not benefit from using integrated models in terms of accurately predicting surface temperatures. However, for large domain averages (continental and semi-continental averages), model biases may be reduced if the integrated modeling systems are used.
Summary
Using the WRF model with FASDAS and FDDA nudging methodologies, regional climate simulations were conducted for the eastern and central U.S. for June, July, and August 2006. The results show that with prescribed aerosol optical properties included in the radiation calculation, the domain-averaged summer mean PRE_sfc, PRE_atm, and PRE_toa are −5.2, −0.8, and −6.1 W m −2 , respectively, whereas the domain-averaged summer mean ARE_sfc, ARE_atm, and ARE_toa are −7.4, +5.5, and −1.9 W m −2 , respectively. Based on model configuration used in this work, which is very popular in the WRF modeling community, in the absence of nudging the simulated climate system (based on TOA) for the entire domain may be erroneously warmed up by about 6.1 W m −2 while local climates (for a city or locale) can erroneously be much cooler or warmer. At all scales, errors in the surface energy balance are found to dominate high resolution regional climate modeling simulations. The domain-averaged PRE_sfc is smaller than ARE_sfc estimated in previous studies and this work, indicating FASDAS used in this work may not overwhelm aerosol radiative effects at He et al. Page 11 Atmos Environ (1994) . Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 August 22.
surface. The domain-averaged PRE_atm is much smaller than estimated ARE_atm, mainly due to significant aerosol absorption in troposphere and weak tropospheric nudging, indicating nudging may not overwhelm aerosol radiative effects in atmosphere if appropriated nudging methodology is applied to the integrated models. But PRE could be much larger than ARE at some local scales (e.g., SGP). Using an integrated modeling system might reduce radiative effects biases for large domain averages, but may not for local scales. The conclusion drawn in this work is based on the results obtained from using a specific model (i.e., WRF) with a specific model configuration. These results may differ from that obtained using other models, or if alternate physics options are used. Integrated meteorology-chemistry models can be used in the future to estimate full aerosol radiative effects and compare with PRE.
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Highlights
• Temperature changes due to nudging are converted to pseudo radiative effects (PRE).
• The domain mean PRE is smaller than aerosol effects at surface and in atmosphere.
• Nudging could be applied to the integrated models to study ARE at regional scales.
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He et al. Page 22 Table 1 Simulation design and purpose.
Simulation Index Configuration Purposes
CNTL
Continuous simulation with FDDA for free troposphere and FASDAS for surface; aerosols are excluded in the radiation calculation (i.e., aer_opt = 0)
Serves as baseline EXPA Same as CNTL, but with FDDA for free troposphere only The differences between CNTL and EXPA indicate the impacts of FASDAS on model predictions.
EXPB
Same as CNTL, but with double calling method in radiation scheme to estimate differences in shortwave fluxes between prescribed aerosol condition (i.e., aer_opt = 1) and no aerosol condition (i.e., aer_opt = 0).
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